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Proximity structures in Boolean Algebras 
By K. N. MEENAKSHI in Madras (India) 
This paper is an attempt to study the notion of proximity structure (cf. I. S. GAL) 
in the class of classical topological Boolean Algebras (cf. G. NOBELING): A topolo-
gical proximity Boolean algebra is defined in a manner similar to that of a proximity 
space. In the first section we prove that a classical topological Boolean algebra 
is completely regular if and only if it is a topological proximity algebra. Then we 
proceed to show that there exists a coarsest uniform structure compatible with 
a proximity structure of a classical topological Boolean algebra. Using this we prove 
that a classical topological Boolean algebra is completely regular if and only if it 
is homeomorphic to an invariant subalgebra of a compact regular space. 
In section 2 we study quotient algebras of the form S(X)/I where Xis a completely 
regular space of topological weight m and I is an w-additive ideal of S(X) (cf. 
SIKORSKI). We introduce the notion of quotient uniformity and quotient proximity 
in S(X)/I and discuss the permutability of the two operations of taking quotient 
proximity and quotient uniformity. 
A similar concept is studied by A. S. SVARC (cf. Math. Reviews, 19 (1958), 
p. 436) in his paper on "Proximity spaces and lattices". In Section 3 the connection 
between the concept of ¿-lattices of SVARC and our notion of proximity Boolean 
algebras is explained. 
The author is grateful to DR. V. S. KRISHNAN for the provision of both advice 
and encouragement in the work presented here and to the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, Government of India, for a Senior Research Fellowship. 
1. D e f i n i t i o n 1. A proximity relation 3 for a Boolean algebra 93 is a binary 
relation which satisfies the following axioms: 
P. 1: A30 for every element A £ © where 0 is the zero element of 93. 
P. 2: A13A2<^A28A1 f o r any t w o e lements AX,A2 in 93. 
P. 3: AVAA2 >0=>AL8A2 (i.e. not A15A2), where A,AA2 denotes the Boolean 
product of A,, A2 in 93. 
P. 4: AS(B + C)<^ADB and A5C where B+C denotes the Boolean sum of 
B and C in 93. 
P. 5: At5A2=> there exist elements By, B2 in 93 such that AficBi for / = 1 , 2 
and Bi8B2 where cB denotes the complement of B in 93. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let (93, T) be a classical topological Boolean algebra. Then 
a proximity relation 8 defined in 23 is said to be compatible with the topology T on 93 
if for each element A in 93, I(U\U8cA) exists in 93 and mtA = I(U\WcA). 
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N o t e . The proximity relation S is compatible with the topology t of (23, T) 
if and only if the open elements of (23, T) are precisely the elements (A) of the form 
A = Z(U\U5cA). 
(23, T) is called a topological proximity algebra if there exists a proximity rela-
tion on © compatible with its topology T. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . (See NOBELING, p. 91.) Let (23, T) be a classical topological 
Boolean algebra. If for each dyadic rational t = m/2" (m= 0, 1,2, ..., 2"; « = 1,2, ...) 
H, is an open element of 23 such that Ht. < Ht- for t' < t", then we call the set {H,} 
of open elements H, from 23 a binary scale. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4. A classical topological Boolean algebra 23 is completely regular 
i f for any two non-zero elements A0 and F, of © such that (1) A0AF1 = 0 and 
(2) F , is closed, there exists a binary scale (H,) such that A0 A H0 > 0 and A Hi = 0 . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let (23, r , S) be a classical topological proximity Boolean 
algebra. Then 
(1) A^Bi(/=1,2) and BldB2=>A^5A2; 
(2) A,5A2=>Al5A2 where A denotes the closure of A in (23, T); 
(3) AjScA3=> there exists an element A2 in © such that A,ScA2 and A2ScA3; 
(4) A j 5A2 => there exist open elements Gl,G2 in 23 with AibcGi, / = 1 , 2 
and Gt<5G2; and 
(5) (23, T) is completely regular. 
P r o o f . (1), (2), (3) and (4) follow by simple arguments using />,, P2, P3, P4 
and Ps. For example we shall .prove (2). To prove (2) it suffices to show that 
A13A2=>Al3A2. A15A2=> there exist elements B,, B2 with AficBj, / = 1 , 2 , and 
BtSB2 => there exist open elements HK,H2 such that and H{ A H2=0=> 
=>A1AA2 = A2AAi=0. Hence AlSA2=> there exist BX,B2 with AficBi and 
Bi§B2=> there exist B^,B2 with AficBj and Bj A B2 = 5 , A B2 — 0=> there exist 
Blt B2 with AjScBi, Aj ^B, -=:cB2SA2, A2<B2CCB,SA,=>-AISA2 and A2SA,. 
P r o o f of (5). Let ^ o ^ O and F, > 0 be any two elements such that (i) F, 
is closed and (ii) ^ „ A F ^ O . Set cF, = # , . Then A0< T/L = ! (£/ : C/5F,). Therefore 
there exists an open element H0 such that 
AoAHo>0 and H05FX. 
Now H0dFl^=>H0dFl=> there exist open elements G, , G2 with i / 0 < G , , Fl<G2, 
HQSCGL, and G,<5G2=> there exists an open element G, such t h a t / / 0 < G t < G , < / / ' 1 , 
G1dF1, and H0dcGt. 
Setting G, = H^ we have _ 
(1) 
(2) HodcHi, and (3) H^bF{ . 
Replacing A0 and Ft by H0 and cH* we can construct an open element Ht 
such that (1) Ho^Hi^Hi^Hi and (2) H0dcHt. 
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We can construct Ht for every dyadic fraction t = — by induction on n as 
follows. 
tïî m 
Having defined / / , for i = — (m = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2"), we define Ht. for t' — . Ill Wl' 
f f m is even, —^rj — ~ and is defined. Let m be odd. Then Hm-1 and Hm+1 2 Z 2" . 2"+' 2"+l 
are already defined satisfying 
<0 Hm-1 - Hm+i and (ii) Hn-idc (7/m+1Y 
2"+> 2"+1 2" + » I 2"+U 
Now as before we can construct an open element G such that 
0) H m - 1 < G < G < Я,„+ 1 , 2»» + i 2" + 1 
(ii) ¿cG, 
2 « + l 
<iii) G b c ^ H ^ . 
Set G — Hm . Thus for each dyadic rational t we can define an open element 
2« + l 
Я, in 93 such that 
(i) Я 0 < Я ( < Я , < Я , , < Я , . < # , for every 
(ii) Л о л Я 0 > 0 and (iii) ^ л Я , = 0 . 
Hence 93 is completely regular. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Every classical topological completely regular Boolean algebra 
{93, T) is a topological proximity Boolean algebra. 
, P r o o f . (93, T) is uniformisable (cf. NOBELING p. 195). Let Q be the index 
set corresponding to a uniformity SI of 23. Then for each element /4 £23 and to 
each index a g Q an element VA(A) in 93 is uniquely associated satisfying the unifor-
mity axioms U{ to U6 (cf. NOBELING, p. 169). 
Define for anv two elements А, В in 93, A8B о there exists an a£i2 such that 
VjA)AVa(B)=Q: 
We shall show that <5 is a proximity relation on © compatible with the topology т. 
Axioms PX, P2, P3 and PA follow easily from axioms £/, — E/6. Suppose AI8A1. 
Then there exists an A£Q such that VX(A1)AVX(A2) = 0. Given a t h e r e exists 
such that VP(VP(VF(A))) S VJA) for each A OB. Let B, = ГДК/Л;)) for / = 1 , 2 . 
Then VFI(B,)AV/,(B2)S(VX(A1))AVX(A2) = 0. This implies В^В2. Again B^CB—0 
^•VPIVNIAI^AcB^O^VPIA^A КДсВ;) = 0=>^Дс5 ; . Thus axiom P5 is also 
satisfied. 
Now we shall show that an element 4 £(93, т) is open if and only if 
A = I(U\UdcA). 
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Suppose A is open. Then cA is closed and therefore cA — (\ V^cA). This implies 
VJYCA) A C( ^(cA)) = 0 implies cA5c(Va(cA)). This in turn implies 
A = 2c{VJ,cA))^I(U\U5cA). 
Conversely suppose .A — Z(U\U8cA). Then A = Z(U\U'AVa{cA) = 0 for some 
u£Q). This implies A A( /\ Vt(cA)) = 0 and therefore A A(CA) = 0. Therefore 
aii} 
cA = cA. Hence cA is closed and A is open. 
Propositions 1 and 2 lead to the following result: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. A topological Boolean algebra (23, i ) is completely regular 
if and only if there exists a proximity relation S compatible with the topology o / 23. 
Let (23, T, ¿) be a topological proximity algebra. We call a finite covering 
(A,, A2, ... An) of 23 a <5 covering or a proximity covering if there exists another 
covering (f i , , B2, •••, Bn) o f © such that BficAi or B^AJor / = 1 , 2 , , . . , « . Here by 
a covering we mean a set of elements whose Boolean sum is the unit element o f © . 
The following properties of ¿-coverings are easily proved, (i) If 2Ia and 
are two ¿-coverings of a proximity topological algebra (©, r, ¿) then the covering 
2la A = (A | A A2 \A, '6 24 , A2 £ is also a ¿-covering, and (ii) if 2f = (AlyA2,. ..,A„) 
is a ¿-covering of (©, T, ¿) then c( 2 2 
¡6/ iil 
The concept of a ¿-covering of a topological proximity algebra (©, T, ¿) is 
the extension of the notion of proximity coverings defined in ([1]). We use this 
concept in the proof of the following theorem: 
P r o p o s i t i o n ^ Let (©, r ) be a classical topological Boolean algebra and let 
8 be a proximity relation compatible with the topology of SB. Then there exists a coarsest 
uniform structure 2t on © compatible with 8. 
The proof of this result runs almost parallel to the proof of the corresponding 
theorem on proximity spaces (cf. [1]). So we shall give only the important steps 
in the proof. 
Let 2C = (Ua: oc £ i2) be the family of all finite ¿-coverings of (©, T, ¿). For each 
element A<E© and for each Q define Ufi(A) = Z(A
p:A^£Vfi with 'A 'AA^O ) . 
This defines thecoarsest uniform structure on © compatible with 3 i.e. for any 
two elements Ax, A2 of ©, A,8A2 if and only if UJ^A^A Ux(A2) = 0 for some <x £(2. 
Axioms C/j, U2, UA and U5 are easily seen to hold good. 
To prove i/3 suppose UCI = (/4i; / = 1, 2, ... n)£9i. Let / be a subset of (1, 2,.... n) 
and U a i be the covering U ^ — {A,, At-) where / ' is the set complement of / i n (1 ,2 , . . . n) 
and A,= V Ai- Then .we have (1) £/„, is a ¿-covering for each / and UX(A) = 
¡e/ 
= /\ Uai{A) and (2) for each U there exists another ¿-covering such that 
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U0I(UPL{A)) G UA,(A). To prove (1) suppose UA(A) £ A UXJ(A). Then there exists 
an element 5 £ 2 3 with B ^0, B A £ 4 0 0 = 0 and B</\UXI(A). Let I be the set of 
/ 
all indices in / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « such that AAA^O. Then UA(A) = A, = UXI(A).and 
B A UX(A) = B A £/„(/1) = 0 and this contradicts B </\UXL(A). Hence UJA) = /\UXI(A). 
i i 
Using property (ii) of ¿-coverings and result (3) of Proposition 1, we can construct 
for each subset I of (1,2, ..., n) elements KN (/'= 1-, 2, 3, 4) such that CAJ^KN<K 
<K KJ2«KJ3«KJ4<I:AI. Define BSI = KI2, BL2 = KL4 A CK, , , and BJ3 = CKI3. Then 
BIT ABH=0, BII+B,2^AX a n d BL2 + B , ^ A R . N o w Kn«KI2<szKI3«KM=> 
there exist elements LIL, LIZ such that KIl<s:LJi<s:KJ2<s:Kj3<g:Ll2<s:KIA. Set 
MII=LIL, MJ2 = L,2ACLII and MJ} = cLl2. Then ( M ^ , M,2, MJ3) is a covering, 
of © with M[.<ZCB,. for / = 1 ,2 ,3 . This shows that \JTL = (BIi:i= 1, 2, 3) is a 1-
covering of 23. Clearly for any element ,4 £23, UFIJ(UFL(A))RSAJ, or AR or AJ + AR 
and in all these cases UF[{UFL(A))^ UX[{A). This completes the proof of (2). 
Let Up be the intersection of all the coverings UPl. Then Uf is again a ¿-covering 
and Up(A)s hUp^A). Now 
/ • 
. Up{Up{A))s A {UPl(A UPl{A))) = A U^U^A)) ^ A Ua,(A) ^ UX(A). 
Thus we have shown that axiom U3 is satisfied. 
Before proving U6 we shall show that the uniform structure is compatible 
with ¿. Suppose ALSA2. Then (cAl} cA2) is a ¿-covering = U a £21 and UX(A1) = CA2 
and therefore UJA1)AA2 = 0. Given UA£*3t there exists a U„€21 such that 
U ^ U ^ A ^ ^ U J A I ) a n d f o r t h i s P, U^A,) A A2=0=>UP(AI) A U„(A2) = 0. T h u s 
A18A2=>UX(AI) A UA(A2) = 0 for some a££2. Conversely suppose UX(AX) A UX(A2) = 0. 
Let UX be the covering {Bivi = 1, 2, ..., n). Then there exists a subset / of (1, 2, ... n) 
such that A, mcBr and A2^cBr. By property (ii) of ¿-coverings cB,8cB1- and 
therefore AL5A2- Hence A X ¿^4 2 <=>- there exists a n a £i2 such that UX(AX)A UX(A2) = 0. 
To prove U6 suppose .4 £23. Since ¿ is compatible with T, 
cA = I(U\U8A) 
and therefore 
A= A(CU\U8A)= A(CU\U A UX(A ) = 0 for some a £ E) £ A UX(A). 
This proves A=AUX(A). 
To complete the proof of Proposition 4 we have only to show that given any 
uniform structure 33 on 23 compatible with 8 and any a £ Q there exists a 
such that V(A)^UX(A) for all £93. Suppose Ua = 04,:/ = 1, 2, ... ri). Since Ux 
is a ¿-covering there exists another covering / = 1 , 2 , . . . « ) such that B ^ A ^ 
Now Bi<aA I =>Bt8cA I =>• Vi(Bi) A cA ¡ = 0 ior some Vt £ 23. Given (Kf: /"=1, 2, ... « )£©, 
there exists K£23 such that F ( 4 ) § K , . ( i ) for /"=1,2, ... n and for all W e 
shall show that V(A)^Ua(A) for all ¿£23 . 
V(A) = I(V(A A B;)\A A Bt 0) ^ l[V(Bi)\A A E(Ai\A A B, ^ 0) 3=UX(A).. 
Now we proceed to study the problem of imbedding a topological proximity 
algebra in a compact regular space. We call a subalgebra 23 of a compact regular 
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space S(A') an invariant subalgebra provided for each element Ua(A)£5B 
for each Ua£2f and A Ux(A)£$i, where 21 is the unique uniform structure on S(X). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Let S(X) be a compact regular space. Then every invariant 
subalgebra of S(X) is completely regular and therefore a proximity Boolean algebra. 
The proof is evident. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Every topological proximity algebra (23, x, 3) is S-isomorphic 
to an invariant subalgebra of a compact regular space. 
P r o o f . Let (23, Q) be the coarsest uniform structure on © compatible with <5 
constructed in the proof of Proposition 4. 
Let M be the set of all ultrafilters (F) in 23. For each /16© let <pA be the set 
of all ultrafilters in M to which A belongs. Then cpA^S(M). For each F define 
Ua(F)= n [ip(Ua(A))\A £F] where n (pUx(A) is the set intersection of the subsets 
(<p(Ua(A)):A £F) of M. With this uniformity, M is a complete uniform space (cf. 
NOBELING,p.202)and(©, r, 3) is <5 isomorphic to the subalgebra (q>A :A £ ©) of S ( M ) . 
To show that M is compact it is enough to prove that the uniform, structure 
23 defined above, is totally bounded. Let 23 correspond to the ¿-covering 
(At: i - 1 , 2 , . . . n) of ©. Let ( F , - : / = 1 , 2 , . . . . « ) be ultrafilters in M such that 
Let N be the finite subset J V = ( F ; : / = 1 , 2 , ... «) of M. Then clearly Ua(N) = M. 
This completes the proof that © is totally bounded and therefore M is compact. 
T h e o r e m 1. A topological'Boolean algebra (©, T) is completely regular if 
and only if (©, T) is homeomorphic to an invariant subalgebra of a compact regular 
space. 
The proof follows from Propositions 5 and 6. 
2. D e f i n i t i o n . Let X be a topological space of topological weight m and let 
/ be anm-addive ideal of »S'(A'). Then we can define a topology in S{X)jI as follows: 
an element [A] in S(X)/I is closed if and only if A = ^ (mod I) where F is a closed 
element of S(X). (cf. SIKORSKI). We can call this the quotient topology on S(X)jI. 
Now we proceed to define and study quotient uniformity and quotient proximity 
in S(X)/I where X is a completely regular space. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1. Let (X, 3) be a proximity space and let I be an ideal of S(X). 
Then we can define a proximity structure in the quotient algebra S(X)/f as follows: 
For any two elements [A^, [A2] in S(X)jI, [Al]3[A1]<=> there exist elements 5 , , B2 
in S(X) such that A, = Bt (mod I) and B^3B2. 
P r o o f . P. 1. For any subset A of X, A8(p where cp is the null set and this 
implies |/!]I5[0] in S(X)/L 
P. 2. Clearly 
P. 3. for Bi = Ai,i=\,l,^B18B2=>{A)\8[A2\. 
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P.4. [A]8([B]+[C])**[A]8[B + C] others exist A,,B,,C, such that A=At 
B = Bl,C = Cl and A^iB^ + C^^AMB] and [A]8[C]. 
P. 5. Suppose Then there exist Bi, B2 in [A}], [A2] such that Bt8B2. 
This implies that there exist elements C1, C2 in S(X) such that 5,5cC ; (/ = 1, 2) and 
Ct5C2. Therefore [A,]8[A2]^ there exist [C,], [C2] such that [A;]<5c[C;] and [C,]5[C2]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 2. Let (X, 33) be a uniform space of topological weight m and 
let I be an m-additive ideal of S(X). Then we can define a uniformity in the quotient 
S(X)JI as follows: for each element [A] in S(X)II UX(A) = [UX(A*)] where 
A* =C(Z(G\GAA£I, G open in 
P r o o f . At =A2 (mod I)=>A^ = A^ (cf. SIKORSKI). 
U. 1. [A]^[A*J^[UX(A*)} = UX[A]. 
U. 2. Given a, (i there exists a y such that UX(A*) H Up(A*)^> Uy(A*) and for 
this y, UJLA]AU,[A\*BUJLA]. 
U. 3. Given a, there exists a y such that (Uy-Uy)(A*)<z UX(A*) in and 
igiven y there exists a fi such ihat Uf,(A*)czUy(A*). Now 
U^U^A]) = U.W^A*)] = -[Uf<(Ull(A+)Y~] ̂  [Uls(Uj¥))\ ^[Uy(Uy(A*))] =§ [Ua(A*)\ = 
= ua[A]. 
U. 4. UX[A] A [B] = [0] => UX(A*) n B e 1 => U„(A*) HB*= 0 
. => A" n UJB*) = 0 => [A] A UJLB] = [0J. 
U. 5. [A2] => A* S At => UJLAt) s UJLAt) => Ua\A,] UJiAJ. 
U. 6. A U14] = A [U,(A*)\ = A [USA*)] = [H UX{A*)] = f f l U^A*)] = [A*] = [A]. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (X, 33) be a uniform space of topological weight m and let 
J be an m-additive ideal of S(X). Also let 8 be the proximity defined by 33 on 
X. Then the quotient proximity on S(X)jI defined by 8 (denoted by8j) is the same 
as the proximity defined in S(X)/I by the quotient uniformity 33, (denoted by 8%). 
P r o o f . [Al]8,[A2\oBl8B2 for some = (mod I),(i= 1, 2,) =>Bf8B$ in 
.S(X)<>Ux(Bt)r)UJBt) = <p for some Ux £ 3? => UX[A,] Pi UX[A2] = [0] in S(X)II. 
- 0 ) . C o n v e r s e l y [A^D^A^U^A^ A UX[A2] = [0] f o r s o m e a<EO=> 
=> UJYA\) n UX(A$) A => AT n UX(A%) € I - (ii). A g a i n A*T f l UX(A$) £L=*ATNUX 
(A2)FJ - (iii). N o w g iven A£Q, t h e r e ex is t s A FIEO s u c h t h a t UP(AT)^int UX(A%). 
Therefore for this A^U^A^A^A^XMT C / a ( ^ )<E /=^ i f l in t UX(A$)£I=> 
- (iv). 
From (ii), (iii) and (iv) we have [Ai]89i[A2]=>A$ f l U^A^) — cp for some /J £ Q=> 
•=>Uy(AJ) f l Uy(A%) = (p for some yeZ=>A*SA*2 in in S(X)jl=> 
~~ (v)- Hence from (i) and (v) we have ¡A,]8,[A2] ^ [ A ^ S ^ A ^ . 
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T h e o r e m 3. Let (X, 5) be a proximity space of topological weight m and let~ 
I be an m-additive ideal of S(A'). Also let li denote the coarsest uniformity on S(X} 
compatible with ö. Then the coarsest uniformity on S(X)/f compatible with 3, is 
the same as the quotient uniformity i t f . 
n 
P r o o f . H has a base consisting of surroundings of the form Ux= (J (AtXA,)• 
i= 1 
where (Aj-. / = 1 ,2 , . . . , « ) is an open covering of S(X). If (At: /'= L, 2, ..., n) is a 
¿-covering of (X, <5) then([/!,]: / = 1, 2, ..., n) is a <5rcovering of S(X)II. This implies 
is coarser than the coarsest uniformity compatible with 6 I and therefore U r 
is the coarsest uniformity compatible with öj in S(X)/L 
3. In this section we shall prove a proposition connecting the concept of proximity 
lattices of SVARC and our notion of proximity Boolean algebras. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. A subset II of a proximity Boolean algebra (S, <5) is called 
Svarc open if (i) for each U£U, there exists a V£U such that UScV, and (ii) if U, V 
are in ÍÍ t hen the set (W:U5cW and WőcV)czU. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let (©, T, d) be a topological proximity algebra. Then any 
element A of 93 of the form A — Z(U :U where U is a Svarc open set o f © is open. 
Conversely if A is an open element of S then the set (U:UöcA) is a Svarc open set 
o/93. 
P r o o f . Suppose A — X{U:U^Xl) where U is a Svarc open set o f © . 
Now f/£U=> there exists a V£U such that UőcV=> there exists a V^A such, 
that ÜöcV=>UőcA=>U^ int/ í . These imply A^'mtA and hence A is open.. 
Conversely suppose A is an open element of (S, T, <5). Let U = (U: UöcA). U5cA=> 
there exists a V such that UScV and VöcA => there exists a such that UbcV.. 
This proves U satisfies condition (i) of Definition 5. Clearly U satisfies condition, 
(ii) also. Hence It is a Svarc open set of 33. 
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